Basic content for all.
Premium content for Littmann® Stethoscope owners.

Explore exclusive educational tools throughout the 3M™ Littmann® Learning Institute. Our special sound libraries, tutorials and enrichment exercises increase your knowledge and refine your diagnostic skills. Some of these learning opportunities will be available online to anyone who is interested in honing his or her auscultation skills. Others are available for purchase. And many more will be available exclusively to registered owners of Littmann® Stethoscopes.
3M™ Littmann®

Learning Institute

Premium Online Content  Available free to registered owners of Littmann® Stethoscopes

50 Heart and Lung Sounds Library
Use our 50 Heart and Lung Sounds Library as an extensive, quick and easy reference catalog any time. Find audio samples with waveforms and tips on listening, posture and chestpiece position.

Lessons in Auscultation: Lung Sounds
Refine your auscultation skills through audio waveform, illustrations and written descriptions of a range of typical and abnormal lung sounds.

Advanced Cardiac Examination Virtual Trainer
Practice listening for the medical license exam, or just refine your auscultation skills with 15 Case Studies.

Lessons in Auscultation: Heart Sounds
Get a strong foundation with the collection of normal and abnormal heart sounds, and descriptions of how and when each sound is formed.

Basic Online Content  Available to anyone at www.littmann.com/education

Heart & Lung Sounds
Listen online to normal and abnormal heart and lung sounds.

About Stethoscopes
Learn stethoscope anatomy, history and about our exclusive tunable technology. Find out how to use and care for your new stethoscope.

Additional Littmann® Education

3M™ Littmann® Soundbuilder Mobile App
The Littmann® SoundBuilder App for iPhone, iTouch and iPad can be downloaded now from the App Store using your iTunes account. Enter “Littmann” in the search box and you’ll find the cool auscultation skills training tool that features 14 unique lessons, customized waveforms, soundbuilding capability and awesome 3D heart animations.

3M™ Littmann® Listen-In Mobile Kit
Share sounds live with four other users of the 3M Littmann® Electronic Stethoscope Model 3200. (available for purchase)

Visit www.littmann.com frequently to stay informed on the Littmann Learning Institute, and to learn more about all Littmann® products.